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ABOUT THE SERIES
The Star Court is a paradise for people and animals – a
Noah's Ark, pony farm, adventure playground and circus
tent all in one. Here, no one ever gets bored. The animal
lovers Lille and Karoline, whirlwind Maja and the cool
Felicity make sure of that.
Clever, mischievous and funny, these stories are written by
successful author Usch Luhn.
CONTENT
Ever since the mini pig Moses found a hiding place at Star
Court, everything there is all topsy turvy. Moses can't live in
Snuff's staff forever; he's just creating chaos there. The
adults are already on edge because of it. Who can keep
Moses under control when the friends have to go back to
school again?
Felicity has an inspirational idea: her father Felix, who is a
clown, could teach the mini pig a few tricks and maybe even
perform with Moses... It turns out that Moses has a real
talent for performing. So it is no surprise that Farmer Brims
smells a promising “golden goose” in Moses and steals the
pig back in a covert action. But he didn't count on resistance
from his own team.
In the midst of all this, Felicity's mother shows up. She
would like for Felicity to move out of the country to live with
her. Now Felicity has a hard decision to make. Will she really
leave her father and the Star Court to go live with her
mother? That is what she has been longing for, actually. But
now, all of a sudden the decision isn't so easy anymore.
Maybe she should keep an eye on her father, who is paying
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far too much attention to Maja's mother, Elisabeth. Maja
could definitely use some help when it comes to sabotaging
dates between Felix and Elisabeth. In the midst of all the
action, the sassy foursome still finds time to enjoy their
holiday. And there are lots of sparks flying between two of
the girls and Tim and Tom, the twins next door.
THE AUTHOR
Usch Luhn grew up in Austria. She studied communication
studies in Berlin, trained as a screenwriter and film
dramaturge, and has many years experience working in
radio and children's television. The author has written more
than 30 books, many of which have been translated into
other languages.
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